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INTRODUCTION 
Hotels can be viewed as assemblies of complicated relationships. As buildings, they have a strong 

articulated sense of exterior and interior space, but as dwellings, they serve the circulatory city, tourists 

and visitors and often function as temporary domestic or business spaces. As such, they are organisations 

serving both consumption and service functions. To keep up with consumers’ demands, hotels must 

appeal to users’ tastes and sense of status by offering avant-garde spaces and undertaking frequent 

refreshments. These refurbishments reflect contemporary trends in consumer marketing, distinction and 

branding. Chain hotels often bear no relationship to their surroundings. Instead, they impose a set of 

cultural assumptions on their hotel designs in all countries, offering similar experiences globally. 

Unsurprisingly, consumers are seeking alternatives to more traditional accommodations through design, 

uniqueness, experience and personal service. In response, chain hotels are now beginning to rebrand 

themselves by moving away from ‘one size fits all’ models. Critics of chain hotels fear that the image 

of the hotel has become the new reality and push designers to go beyond creating superficial worlds of 

styles, design trends and conceptual strategies and instead to demand spaces that offer authentic and 

‘real’ experiences. This paper examines the contemporary ethical and social questions arising from the 

relationship between hyperreality and spectacle in contemporary hotel design, discussing theories by 

Jean Baudrillard on hyperreality, Guy Debord on the notion of spectacle and Fredric Jameson and his 

critique of the Bonaventura Hotel in Los Angeles. Each theorist draws attention to the disconnect 

between hotel spaces and the everyday practices and meanings of people and highlights how they deal, 

instead, in systems of images and signs that have a life of their own. Often, they constitute ‘the real’ in 

new forms of inequalities. This disconnection is further highlighted and discussed using a case study 

undertaken by final-year interior design students in 2019. 

 

Locating the Theory 
‘Hyperreality’, in this paper, refers to a domain of the real marked by the absence of origin or reality. 

The term also refers to observations that can be made concerning design and society at large, wherein 

image has become the new reality. This observation is particularly relevant in the designs of hotels, large 

shopping malls and other entertainment spaces, where images do not necessarily refer to anything, but 

instead become a new reality with often-unrecognised consequences for social life. To examine this 

deeper, the paper examines three main theories: Jean Baudrillard and his theory on simulations; Guy 

Debord and his claim that life as it presents itself can be seen as an accumulation of spectacles; and P
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Fredric Jameson and his critique on the Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, which presents itself as a 

total space and complete world. 

Our understanding of reality is increasingly conditioned by a fascination and fixation with the 

mythologies of the entertainment industry. We look for experiences in the real world that correspond to 

the illusions created by the television, film and advertisements. Alan Bryman identified this media 

manipulation of fantasy and perception as an economically driven process he calls ‘Disneyfication’, a 

transformation of society to resemble the Walt Disney Parks and Resorts, based upon rapid Western- 

style globalisation and consumerist lifestyles.1 Otto Riewoldt states that this Disneyfication of ‘the 

saturation of our senses with prefabricated images of what is desirable and pleasurable is progressing 

apace: leisure is becoming synonymous with entertainment, and entertainment value is the key to 

consumer behavior. It’s all about turning life into a theme park’. 2 Riewoldt sees danger in simply 

accepting the status quo at face value. He believes that we need to be able to identify the assumptions 

embedded in current practices in hotel design and to understand fully the consequences they have for 

the social world.3 The role design plays in hotel design can, therefore, be understood as a contributor to 

a profound problem in contemporary society. 

French writer Michel Houellebecq sums up the situation as contemporary architecture taking on ‘a 

simple agenda of building the shelves of societies supermarkets.4 According to Houellebecq, if modern 

architecture is no longer called upon to build places to live in, then it will emerge to see itself as an 

inventor of environments for passers-by, visitors and travellers, and of consumer actions. In his view, 

leaving things as they appear is fatal for society’s quality of life. He believes that the unconditional 

acceptance of what we see without questioning will have negative consequences.5 Jean Baudrillard, who 

coined the term ‘hyperreality’, adds an interesting observation to the discussion of the image. In his 

works on simulation, he discusses a break from the idea of images that are knowingly and explicitly 

representations of something to images that instead leave a reference of that something far behind and 

participate in a world of their own, followed by images that then determine the choices we make and 

what, in fact, we consider to be ‘normal’.6 

Debord agrees and states that, ‘in societies where modern conditions of production prevail, all of life 

presents itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles. Everything that was directly lived, has moved 

away into a representation’. 7 Both Baudrillard’s and Debord’s works look at the problems with 

consumer culture of late capitalism, and there are distinct similarities with the idea of the hyperreal. It 

is an emphasis on the image, which now takes on a life of its own, independent of who has produced it 

and what it refers to. Debord then points to the consequences of the spectacle for society, because, 

through the dissemination of images, we are shifting what we consider to be normal. In modern capitalist 

societies, the world is increasingly seen by means of various specialised mediations, rather than grasped 

directly. In this way, the spectacle, rather than being a matter of mass dissemination of images, becomes 

an actual worldview. Now, when we think of the world, we think of it in terms of images that have 

already been given to us. 

When combining the notions of Baudrillard and Debord, whether they use the term ‘simulacrum’ or 

‘spectacle’, we can observe a common reading of the manifestation of political phenomena under 

contemporary conditions as an essentially spectacular event itself. In fact, they view political or 

historical life as being essentially separate from everyday experiences; this is, increasingly and 

ubiquitously, the side of alienation in its original Marxist sense. 

How do these theories by Debord and Baudrillard inform design and architecture, and hotel design in 

particular? Interestingly, it is through the sense of alienation that separates us from everyday personal 

experiences of images that we are subjected to and the capacity to control them and evaluate them. This 
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estrangement from authentic life, the alienation from real life, gives cause to what Marx refers to as 

‘commodity fetishism’. In hotel design, and especially for chain hotels, the buildings lack any 

relationship to their location; they seem to be dislodged from their origins and meanings. In this way, 

they come to constitute a world in their own right, a world of values and aspirations. Perhaps we might 

revisit Baudrillard and his notion of the hyperreal and realise that his theory is just a progression of 

fetishism. Baudrillard was the first to treat fetishism as a sign of social value. The fetish object is taken 

to stand for the owners’ social status, nothing else. Here, a fetish is no longer an unreal object believed 

to have properties it does not really have, but rather it is a means of mediating social value through 

material culture. These ideas of Debord and Baudrillard are implicit in Fredric Jameson's reported 

experience of the Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles. 

 

A Critique of the Bonaventure Hotel, Los Angeles 
The Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, completed in 1967 by architect John Portman, features 

prominently in Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, a 1991 book by political 

philosopher Fredric Jameson. Even more than most postmodern hotels, it seems to exist within its own 

self-contained world, a quality that both separates it from the physical city and connects it to an 

influential line of standoffish Los Angeles architecture. 8 Jameson's commentary on the Bonaventure 

Hotel can be summarised in the following: 

I believe that with a certain number of other characteristic postmodern buildings, such as the Bourbourg 

in Paris or the Eaton Centre in Toronto, the Bonaventure aspires to be a total space, a complete world, 

a kind of miniature city. This new total space, meanwhile, corresponds a new collective practice, a new 

mode in which individuals move and congregate. Something like the practice of a new and historically 

original hyper-crowd. 9 

Again, we can make connections to Marx’s notion of commodity fetishism and the fetishism of signs in 

Baudrillard. What we have in the space of the Bonaventure Hotel is a deliberate non-reference to any of 

the representations that are within the hotel. But how are we to understand this world once we go inside 

it? What does it refer to? Perhaps unsurprisingly, it does not necessarily refer to anything that we find 

familiar, thus we have to treat it as a new kind of world and a world which makes no reference to the 

outside world. Ed Soja refers to the Bonaventure as a landscape, one that is highly fragmented. 10 ‘It’s a 

space that decenters you, makes you feel lost. In this feeling of being lost and dislocated, you feel that 

your only recourse is to submit to authority. In the absence of any bearings, of any meaning making of 

your own, you're helpless, you're made helpless. Your peripheral eyes, you're lost in these spaces.’ 11 For 

designers of spaces such as the Bonaventure Hotel, it is important to learn from the theories of 

Baudrillard, Debord and Jameson and to ask questions of contemporary hotel design by drawing 

attention to the disconnect between these spaces and people’s everyday practices and meanings. These 

are places that have exposed themselves, instead, as dealing in systems of images and signs that have a 

life of their own. They are alienated from the world from which they came, and they have come to 

constitute the real, often smuggling in new forms of inequality. 
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Figure 1. Bonaventure Hotel Los Angeles, interior view 

 

Applying the Theory 
How can we actually apply the theories discussed in a practical sense, as a meaningful thinking tool for 

designers? Further, how can we apply them to entertainment spaces, including hotel designs, places 

where spectacles are designed to obscure the social and political inequalities and contradictions churning 

beneath spectacular realities where designed images bear no reference to the world in which they are 

embedded and therefore obscuring any inequalities? A hotel design project for final-year interior design 

students prompted a summary of the theories of Baudrillard, Jameson and Debord. The students made 

three critical observations: 

1. Spectacles are designed to obscure the social and political inequalities and contradictions 

churning beneath spectacular reading claims, including the material conditions of the global 

political economy. 

2. Baudrillard’s extension of the spectacle as simulacrum challenges us to rethink the idea of stable 

organisational reality all together, highlighting the myriad ways in which the spectacle- 

simulacrum becomes constitutive of the precarious social order of a given moment. 12 

3. Spectacles constitute actors, spaces and relationships in ways that may not always be intended 

or controllable. This propels organisations into new territories and conversations, for instance, 

because representations do not just hide material inequalities, but are themselves producers of 

new ones.13 

These theories form the basis of asking questions about contemporary hotel design, drawing attention 

to the disconnect and the everyday practices and meanings of people and how they deal with systems of 

images and signs that have a life of their own and come to constitute ‘the real’, often suggesting new 

forms of inequality in the process. The benchmark of the critique is to identify the relationships that 

should be supported, encouraged and sustained, thereby resisting the tendency to create a domain of the 

real that takes no account of those relationships. Then, this can be examined by viewing the designed 

space as a script or intention inscribed in the design. Such an approach will ask designers to move 
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constantly between designer and user, between the designer’s imagined user and the real and represented 

users and, further, between intention and interpretation—between what is written into an artifact’s 

inscription and how it is read and understood. This, in turn, incites us to read the script that is already in 

the hotels. In other words, describing a design is also describing the script that has been embedded within 

it and to imagine a new script or re-inscript and to imagine also the user and any consequences for that 

user. In this way, the theories of Baudrillard, Jameson and Debord become quite practical. 

 

Figure 2. An example of a hyperreal space -Venetian Hotel Las Vegas, canal and gondola 

 

THE PIXEL HOTEL - A STUDENT PROJECT 
The Pixel Hotel was a final-year project for interior and spatial design students of Griffith University in 

2019. The brief required students to critique a current hotel design using the theories of Baudrillard, 

Debord and Jameson and to respond with a spatial design proposal that engages with the notions of 

locality, place, culture and time, providing guests with a unique local experience in reactivated void 

spaces. The project aimed to offer guests and visitors to Brisbane and the Gold Coast a unique experience 

related to local history, culture, places, food and experiences. The project was inspired by a case study 

in a 2009 pilot project completed in Linz, Austria by the local architectural firm AORTA, who coined 

the name Pixel Hotel. They provided students with background information on a successful, proven 

alternative to guest accommodations. Similar to the concept behind Airbnb, AORTA turned the entire 

city of Linz into a hotel. The individual ‘pixels’ (guest rooms) are dispersed throughout the city, forging 

new relationships between the hotel and the city. 14 The concept encouraged guests to explore their 

pixels’ neighbourhoods and to dine in local restaurants and cafes, all of which are parts of the experience 

offered by the Pixel Hotel. Upon arrival in Linz, guests receive a key and city map with directions to 

their pixel, breakfast vouchers for a neighbourhood café, public transport tickets and information on the 

city’s activities.15 Berger explains that the pixel idea removes the hotel room from the mediating generic 

spaces of the conventional hotel—lobby, corridors, breakfast buffet, hotel bar, etc—and instead places 

the hotel room directly amid the life of the city.16 
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Figure 3. Pixel Hotel Linz, Marienstrasse 

 

A final Brisbane/Gold Coast Pixel Hotel project critique generated positive and supportive responses 

from invited industry partners. The project was specifically designed to open debate and discussion on 

the futures of hotel design at a time when Southeast Queensland was experiencing high growth 

underpinned by affordable housing prices, strong interstate migration, solid population growth, 

infrastructure and tourism. Tourism Investment reported in 2019 that Queensland was the most active 

hotel investment market in Australia, with a projected growth of a 4.1 percent for Brisbane and 7.5 

percent for the Gold Coast. 17 

 

Figure 4. Student Concept, a ‘pixel’ on the Gold Coast 

 

CONCLUSION 
Design is always about change. This was also true for the emergence of chain hotels in the 1950s. At 

that time, Conrad Hilton proudly announced that his emerging global hotel chain stood for more than 

the centre of communities; he saw them as a focal point for the exchange of knowledge among millions 

of people. 18 From a design perspective, these structures stood above ordinary life, but have raised P
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important issues such as those related to their lack of relationship to their surroundings. As discussed 

herein, these new and imposing structures not only came to dominate many cities’ landscapes, they also 

brought with them a range of cultural assumptions, such as the idea that guests worldwide would demand 

the same experiences, the same standardised interiors and the same types of services. Hotels are not just 

buildings; in fact, the resemble organisations that serve both consumption and service functions. They 

reflect the complex geographies of city life and provide a microcosm of the occupational hierarchies of 

hospitality services, which are increasingly organised around a globalised division of labour. 

As this paper has made clear, hotels respond to images promulgated in consumer society to express 

status and taste. As sites of consumption, they are concerned with the transformation of needs into 

desires, responding to guests’ quests for individual pleasures and a sense of hedonism. The focus in 

these hotels, therefore, is on fetishism, aestheticisation, conspicuous consumption and yet also 

alienation. The lessons we have learned from the theories of Baudrillard, Debord and Jameson can be 

used as a set of thinking tools that are valuable for hotel designers. Importantly and crucially, hotel 

design needs to go beyond the superficial world of styles and trends to realise how powerful images are, 

as images increasingly become reality. Guests look for authentic experiences that correspond directly to 

the illusions created by images they have seen in advertisements, on television and in films. Riewoldt 

believes that the time has come to at least identify the assumptions embedded in current hotel design 

practices and to fully understand their consequences for the social world.19 The Linz Pixel Hotel 

provides an interesting alternative to conventional hotel design by reconnecting places of temporality 

with a sense of place, offering guests a more authentic experience by tapping into the city’s unique local 

culture. 

Some chain hotels are aware of consumers’ tastes and are now trying to rebrand themselves into smaller 

concerns. They are moving away from the ‘one size fits all’ models and moving to offering more 

personalised experiences. 20 This raises several questions. If hotel design is at a crossroads, for whom or 

what will designers be working, and why? Can the contemporary ethical and social questions that arise 

from relationships of hyperreality and the spectacle, as we have seen in the domination of prefabricated 

images that are impossible to understand and deem appropriate, be identified? Can new scripts be written 

in the form of designs that are responsive to these questions? 
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